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The Wiener-Hopf technique and allied methods in a class of scattering problems by 
S. Dowerah. 
Research supervisor: A. Chakrabarti. 
Department: Applied Mathematics. 

1. Introduction 

The Wiener-Hopf technique in its standard form and the approximate methods based on it serve as 
extremely powerful tools for attacking a wide class of boundary-value problems associated with 
certain elliptic and parabolic-type partial differential equations. Such boundary-value problems arise 
in scattering of electromagnetic and acoustic waves and in various other branches of mathematical 
physics such as surface water-wave theory, electrodynamics, radiative energy transfer, diffusion 
phenomena, etc. Recently, various modifications ofthis technique have been proposed to handle 2 x 2 
coupled Wiener-Hopf systems arising in diffraction theory. This thesis presents a detailed 
investigation of radiation and scattering of electromagnetic and acoustic waves by various 
geometrical structures with the help of the Wiener-Hopf technique, its various generalizations and 
modifications, and related methods. 

2. The class of scattering problems 

As applications of the Wiener-Hopf theory, various authors have considered diffraction problems 
associated with a single half-plane, a pair or series of parallel half-planes, a strip and with other 
geometrical configurations under different boundary conditions. But all these problems are basically 
problems of plane boundaries and no satisfactoj attempt seems to exist to tackle diffraction 
problems associated with uneven boundaries by the Wiener-Hopf technique or its modifications. 
Accordingly, a class of scattering problems associated with obstacles involving small amplitude 
sinusoidally perturbed boundaries is investigated in the present work. The problem of diffraction of a 
plane wave by two unstaggered parallel corrugated half-planes involves the use of the Wiener-Hopf 
technique and a suitably designed pe~turbation scheme (for details see our paper'). The solution to the 
corresponding problem associated with a single half-plane is obtained as a limiting case by allowing 
the spacing between the perturbed half-planes to tend to zero. The problem of diffraction by a single 
corrugated strip is formulated in terms of a three-part Wiener-Hopfequation which is next reduced to 
integral equations of special type. These integral equations are approximately solved under the 
assumption that the ratio of the width of the strip to the wavelength 1s a large quantity (for details we 
refer to our paper2). The scattered field produced by a single periodically perturbed half-plane under 
plane wave excitation is utilized to investigate, in the high-frequency limit, the diffraction problem for 
a plane electromagnetic wave falling on two staggered parallel half-planes with periodic wall 
perturbations (for a detailed analysis see our paper3). Known results are obtained as particular cases 
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of the general situations considered. Analytical expressions are presented for various physical 
quantities. A considerable body of knowledge about the effict o i  wall perturbatio~~s on the scattered 
Jizld can be built up from these expression,. 

The field produced by the diffraction of two knife edges of a plane acoustic wave of short 
wavelength is also determined by the Wiener-Hopf technique and the results are compared with the 
prcdictions of the uniform asymptotic theory of diffraction as demonstrated by Ahluwahah er a14 and 
clarified by Boersma5 In the circumstances when mixed boundary conditions are prescribed on one of 
the scatterers (see o m  pper6) .  Thecase when the Incident ray is not parallel to the line joining the two 
edges and the case when the incident ray gra7es over the two edges are considered separately. In both 
the cases the rigorous asymptotic expansion of the solut~on obtained by the Wiener-Hopf technique is 
found to he in agreement with the formal asymptotic solution provided by thc uniform asymptotic 
theory o l  diffraction. The analysis is extended to the case whcn mixed boundarj conditions (a 
Ncuinann condition on the bottom surface and a Dirlchlet condition on the top surface i.e. softlhard) 
are prescribed on both the half-planes. 

The problem of diffraction of a plane acoustic wave by two unstaggered mixed-type parallel half- 
planes is next considered for its solution. This problem leads to a system of 4 x 4 Wiener-Hopf 
equations which 1s separated Into two mdependent 2 x 2 Wiener-Hopf systems. It does not seem 
possible to solve these two Wiener-Hopf systems by dlrect matrix factormtion techniques. An 
approach aiming to bypass the construction of appropriate matrix Wiener-Hopf factors is therefore 
adopted and the problem of solving these two Wiener-Ilopf systems is next reduced to that of solving 
two independent standard Wiener-Hopf cquations involving unknown constants. The solutions of 
thcse two Wiener-Hopf cquations ultimately determine the solutions of the original Wiener-IIopf 
systems explicitly in terms of constants satisfying two independent linear algebraic systems of 
equations. An analytical expression for the total field inside the duct formed by the half-planes 
satisfying the deslred boundary conditmn on the mner surfaces is derived. Uniformly valid asymptotic 
form of the total acoustic field outside the half-planes is also presented. 

An explicit aolution to the diffraction problem by three equ~distant half-planes is obtained by 
avoiding comphci~ted analysis encountered in approaching this particular problem for its solution 
through the matrix factorization technique. If the spacing between the half-planes is less than one 
fourth of the wavelength all other waveguide modes are found to be cut-off and the ficld in each 
waveguide is ult~mately determined by the travelling wave terms. 

A special class of 2 x 2 matrix Wiener-Hopf problems IS considered for solution through a singular 
integral equation of a particular type7,'. The present analysis uses the factorization of the elements of 
the matrix in questlon instead of the matrix itself. Two important and known particular cases of this 
class 01 2 x 2 matrix Wiener-Hopf problems are considered at the end to substantiate the validity of 
this approach. 

Thc last problcm in the thesis is that of scattering of a transverse electric wave by a dielectric strip of 
electr~cally small thickness9. The problem is formulated in terms of an uncoupled system of three-part 
Wiener-Hopf equations by using a set of approximate boundary conditions derived and utilized 
recently'O~'L. The resulting perturbed Wiener-Ilopf equations me solved approximately for 
electrically large width of the <trip by using Jones' method1. An analytical formula is derived for the 
extinction cross-section of the strip. The radar cross-sectlon is also computed and variations of both 
the important physical quantities with respect to the angle of incidence are studied in special 
situations. Whilst all the analytical results have. been finally expressed in neat computable forms ~n 
most of the problems studied in the thesis, numer~cal results have also been determined for certain 
practical quantities, e.g. thc scattering cross-section and the radar cross-section of the dielectric strip. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Computations in linear algebra: A new look a t  residue arithmetic by V. Ch. Venkaiah 
Research supervisors: A. Ramachandra  Rao, P.  S. Naidu a n d  S. K. Sen. 
Department: Applied Mathematics. 

1. Introduction 

The exact and approximate computations of some linear algebraic problems with an emphasis on a 
modified residue arithmetic developed here are dealt with in this thesis. 

The conventional multiple modulus residue arithmetic1 fails in case a denominator of a rational 
operand or a divisor in a division operation happens to be an integral multiple of one or more moduli. 
In this case the computation needs to be started afresh with respecr to a modulus. A similar problem 
exists when the residue arithmetic is used for computation with operands which are rational functions. 
This problem is overcome in this thesis by modifying the existing residue arithmetic. Also, considered 
here are applications of these arithmetic to two types of lmear algebraicproblems. Further, it is shown 
that the residile arithmetic cannot be superimposed on all the algorithms of a linear algebraic 
problems by considering a polynomial time algorithm due to BarnesZ which is a variation on 
Karmarkar's algorithm. 

2. Main results 

A modified residue number system in which each residue number is represented as an ordered pair 
(mantissa, exponent) and the concerned arithmetic, named here as floating-point modular ar~thmetic 
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for numbers (FLMAN), are described for error-free computation with rational operands. The division 
operation in this number system, unlike that in the existmg number systems, can be carried out even 
when the denominator of a rational operand or the divisor in a division operation happens to be an 
integral multiple of one or more moduli. In addition, an algorithm, alternative to Gregory's 
algorithm', that defines an  extended set of Farey fracttons, called here as generalized Farey traditions, 
is proposed to convert residue numbers to rational numbers. The foregoing FLMAN has been 
extended to rational functions in which the elements of the base vector are irreducible polynomials. 
The Lagrange interpolation formula is used in place of the Chmese remainder theorem for 
polynomials. An algorithm for arithmetic on rational functions including a forward mapping the 
floatmg-point modular arithmetic, the Lagrange interpolation formula, and an inverse mapping is 
presented and proved. Application of the algorithm to matrix processors, specifically the rational 
matrix (a matrix whose elements are rational functions) inversion based on a division-free procedure 
and a procedure involving division is described. Some of the interesting results, e.g., degree conditions 
for matrix processors, existence of a non-singular residue matrlx with respect to a modulus, that are 
necessary to prove the applications of the algonthm to matrix processors are obtained. 

A symmetrizer of a matrix A is a matrix X satisfymg the matrix equation XA = A'X and X = X'. A 
symmetrizer is useful in transforming a non-symmetric eigenvalue problem to a symmetric one. An 
algorithm for computing matrix symmetrizers valid only for Henenberg matrices with non-zero 
codiagonal was proposed by Datta4. An algorithm (general algorithm) which is valid for an arbitrary 
real non-symmetric matrix is obtamed. It is shown that Datta's algorithm is a special case of the 
general algorirhm. Also shown is that there exists no positive definite symmetrizer if the non- 
symmetric matrix has complex eigenvalues. In addition, a procedure which uses the general algorithm 
to compute equivalent symmetric matrices is proposed. An equivalent symmetric matrix of a real non- 
symmetric matrix is defined here as a real or a complex symmetric matrix whose eigenvalues are the 
same as those of the non-symmetric matrix. An implementation of the FLMAN on the general 
algorithm to compute a matrix symmetrizer exactly is also included. 

A matrix T is symmetric Toeplitz if trj= t,,+.If the leading minors of the non-singular Toeplitz 
matrix in a symmetric Toeplitz system of equations are zero or near zero then most of the algorithms 
for solving such a system fail or become unstable5. An algorithm that uses Zohar's formulation of 
Trench's algorithm which is an improvement of Levinson's algorithm to compute the inverse of a 
symmetric Toeplitz matrix, where the symmetric Toeplitz matrix can have vanishing or near- 
vanishing leading minors is proposed. In addition, the conventional single modulus residue arithmetic 
is superimposed on the foregoing algorithm to compute the exact inverse of a symmetric Toeplitz 
matrix with vanishing or  near-vanishing leading minors. 

A polynomial-time algorithm due to Barnes, which is a variation on Karmarkar's algorithm for 
linear programming, is studied. Proofs alternative to those of Barnes as well as some new results are 
obtained, specifically a result that ensures monotonic convergence of non-basic variables for a class of 
linear programming problems is proved. The detection of basic variables, based on the monotonic 
convergence of non-basic variables, as well as the problems involved therein, are discussed. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Numerical studies of s o m e  flow problems in rotating laminar  boundary layers by 
A. C h a n d r a  Sekar. 
Research supervisor: G. Nath. 
Department: Applied Mathematics. 

1. Introduction 

Studies pertaming to rotational flows, other than their inherent interest have many important 
applications in the lield of meteorology, turbomachinery and astrophysics The axially symmetric flow 
due to a rotating infinite dizk in a fluid at rest' and the flow due t o  a fluid rotating rigidly far away 
over a statlonary lnfinite disk2 are the pioneering works in this field. In the former case, the disk acts 
llke a mntrrfugal fan initiating a radlal outflow thereby causlng an axial inflow. In the latter case the 
sense of the secondary circulation is reversed with radlal inflow accompanied by axlal outflow. The 
unsteady rotating boundary layer flow over an mfinite porous disk a1 rest with a mapnetlc field is 
studied for the cases of incompressihle3 and compressible fluids, the latter with disk rotation and no 
mass transfer. The unsteadiness is due to the fact that the angular velocity of the f l u ~ d  changes with 
time (for the compressible case, the disk rota ti or^ is also time dependent). For  thc incompressible case, 
self-similar solutions are obtained when the angular velocity of the fluid is taken in a particular form. 
Zandbergen and Dijkstra4 reviewed Von Karman swirling flows in an  exhaustive manner. 

The simrladly solution for the rotational incompressible flow over a finite stattonary disk was 
deduced5 and was found valid in the region near the edge of the disk. Thc rototlonal flow over a finite 
disk at rest" was solved by line iteration and underrelaxation. The steady compressible rotational flow 
over a rotating finite disk is studied for the nonisothemal case. 

Numerical solutions of laminar boundary layer flows about a rotating sphere in an axial stream 
were obta~ned recently7. The unsteady compressible boundary layer flow over a rotating sphere in 
forced flow is studied, the rotatlon of the sphere being time dependent. 

The study of swirling flows is important for their wide-spread engineering applications such as swirl 
atomizers, cyclone separators, cyclone cornbusters and many other devices. The unsteady swirling 
boundary layer flow through a noz~le ,  diffuser and hydrocyclone is studied with variable viscosity. 
The unsteadmcss m this case is imposed on the free-stream velocity. 

2. Results and conclusions 

The methods of solution employed are: (i) quasilinearization in combination with an impliclt finite 
difference scheme, (il) quasihnearization wlth Runge-Kutta-G111 method, and (lii) a finite diEference 
version of Crank-Nicholson scheme with Newton's linearization. 
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For the accelerating case (semi-s~m~iar flow) the cffcct of trine 1s to rcducz the ampl~tudes of the 
o.;cillations of the velocity components The velocity profiles except for the case of suction approach 
thelr free-stream values in an oscillatory manner Applicatron of a magnetlc field dampeirs these 
osnllations Injection produces a deeper inflow Ihyer and dcstdbiliies :he motion wheieas suct~on and 
magnetic field have a stab~l~zinp mfluence. The effect of a cold disk causcs radial outflow to 
predominate over mflow while the tangentla1 overshoo; is eit!ier reduced or absent. For the case of a 
hot-and-slower rotating disk the thermal boundary layer i\ not very well defined as the ax~al  vclocity 
is directed away from the disk 

Non-oscillatory velocity profiles are found at the edge of the disk and its immediate neighbourhood 
while in the other rcglonh radial oscillat~ons and tangential overshoo: are present. Tangential 
overshoot manifests first and is then followed by radial oscillationr. The effect of reducing the rotallon 
parameter is to increase the radial and tangentla1 oscillations. 

For the accelerating case in the rotat~ng sphere problem, the etkct of time IS to advance the pomt of 
vanishrng longitudinal shear stress further upstream. The elfect of rotat~on exhiblts s~rnilar bchawour 
Skin-friction parameters at the wall increase with an Increase in the wall temperature. Hotter the 
sphere grzater 1s the meridional veiociry and mcreased rotatlon also causes an Increase in the 
meridional veloaty. 

For the n o d e  overshooting in the longitudinal velocity is apparent only for the decelerating case 
wh~le for the hydrocyclone and diffuser it appears in the steady solution itself. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Boundary element method applied to fluid flow problems by S. Sekar. 
Research supervisor: G. Nath. 
Department: Applied Mathematics. 

This work studies fluid flow problems by the boundary (finite) element method (BEM). l.he widely 
used finite element method (FEM) has advantages of flexibility in choosing the shape and srze ofthc 
elements, arbitrariness of the mesh structure and freedom of choice m approximating the formulae1, 
but it requires very large core (memory) when applied to problems in nuid dynamics. BEM makes use 
of theexisting analytical solutions while approximating the given equations, and the subsequent steps 
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an = an,+an, 

FIG. 1. Basic notation. Fro. 2. Boundary element and internal cells or domain 
elements. 

are similar to those of the FEM. Generally, BEM involves a transformation of the partial differential 
equation (describing the hehaviour of the unknown variable in the domain Q and on its boundary a n )  
into an integral equation which relates only the boundary values (figs 1 and 2). Subsequently, the 
corresponding numerical approximation of the integral equation is evaluated, in a manner akin to 
that adopted in FEM, to obtain the values of the unknown variables at boundary nodes. The values of 
the unknown variables at  internal points are calculated thereafter, wherever necessary, from the 
boundary data. A technique which has all the merits olthe FEM, along with the additional benefit of 
reducing the dimensionality of the problem by one, is the BEM. 

Chapter I presents a fairly extensive literature survey and introduces this method2,'. The 
advantages of BEM over other method numerical methods are brought out to justify its qhoice. 

Chapter I1 deals with molecular diffusion in oscillating viscous flows in a pipe. The effect of flow 
oscillations on the axial diffusion of a solute in a pipe is analysed by the BEM. The governing 
equations are given by: 

---= ' Kcosot  (the imposed pressure gradient) 
pax 

a u  
-= at 

KCOS a t  + yV2U (equation governing the viscous fluid flow) 

ac ac - + U- = DV2C (convective molecular diffusion equation) 
at ax 

with usual notation and appropriate boundary conditions, where K represents the magnitude of the 
oscillations,p the fluid density, D the diffusion coeficjeni, c the concentration. U is the velocity and VZ 
the Laplacian operator, and x and t represent the space in axial direction and time variable. 

The equation governing the fluid is solved analytically and using these results the nonlinear 
concentration equation coupled with fluid flow is solved by BEM, using the fundamental solution of 
the heat equation for a general initial distribution. The elements of the boundary and the domain are 
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Fo. 3. Radtal concentratlan profile for various limes. FIG 4. A sketch of the coordinate system in a 
rec tnnglar  cailty 

generated as in the FEM and these integral equations are solved with linear variations, with the error 
analysis (fig. (3)). 

In Cbapter 111, viscous flax in a square cavity, that is a flow induced by a steady motion of onc of 
the walls in its own plane, and tedperature distribution of the cavity are considered. The governing 
equations are 

v 2 * = w  

where Re is the Reynolds number, Pr the Prandtl number, and 3, w  and T a r e  stream function, 
voitmty and temperature, respcctivdy. The bouldary conditions arc shown m fig. 4. The couplcd 
equations arc solved by modified biharmonic boundary element method by using two Green's 
functions G, and G, The eddy formation and the centre of the vorticity are analysed. 

In Chaptcr IV, the steady and unsteady viscous flows in channels of variable cross-section are 
considered. With the usual nofation the flow is guverned by 

where Gr is the Grashoffnumber. New types ofboundary conditions on vorticity are described and an 
unwind boundary element scheme is prrsented which increaser the efiiciency of the computational 
scheme The schcrne is given by a flow chart'? Using this method, extensive analysis is done to 
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calculate flow separation and reattachment in the stenosis region. For both steady and unsteady cases, 
flow separation analysis, pressure variation along the stenosis, and vorticity variation and 
reatlachment were analysed to develop an insight into the growth mechanism of atherosclerosis, and 
consequently, to expedite its detection. Some of the results are presented ~n figs 5 and 6. 

In the final chapter, to show the cficieucy of the method, external flow, namely, two-dimensional 
flow around a cylinder, is considered. To make the method effective, a complex boundary element is 
considered to analyse the flow. After explaining the advantages and presenting error analysis for this 
method, some flow variables of interest are discussed in detad. The advantage of this method is that 
the approximation given by the complex variable boundary elenlent method is an analytic function in 
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FIG. 5. Unsteady shear stresslor various tmes Re= 30, FIG. 6. Unsteady shear stress distribution for a Jocally 
model S3. constricted channel at various values of a for R =O. 

the domain ofinterest and the integrals involved in the boundary element are solved exactly without 
using numerical approximations. This leads to minimisation in error. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

The swirling flows between rotating coaxial and non-coaxial disks by S. R. Kasiviswanathan. 
Research supervisor: A. Ramachandra Rao. 
Department: Applied Mathematics. 

Two special cases of interesting and intriguing rotating flow problems are the flow above an infinite 
rotating disk and between two infinite parallel disks rotating coaxially or non-coaxially. The credit 
for initiating research in this area goes to Theodore von KarmanL who has considered the problem 
of the flow induced by an infinite rotating disk where the fluid far from the disk is at rest. By using 
a similarity principle, the full Navier-Stokes equations have been reduced to a pair of non-linear 
ordinary differential equations in the axial coordinate. Batchelor2, Stewartson" and many other 
research workers have contributed a great deal to the problems of steady and unsteady flows. These 
studies involving rotating disks play a significant role in understanding the various phenomena 
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occurring in astrophysrcs, geophysical fluid dynamics, rheometry, lubrication and fabrication of 
computer memories by crystal, etc. Recently. the flow due to non-coaxrally rotating disks has attracted 
the attention of many research workers after the pioneering work of BerkerL. Ereaking away from 
the approaches of von Karman and Batchelor which assumed axial symmetry, Serker has established 
the possibility of a new class of exact solutions in both coaxial and non-coaxial rotating disks in an 
ingenious way. These type of motions find application in understanding the flow in an instrument 
called orthogonal rheorneter except that the disks being finite and many other situations ofengineering 
interest. So far, there are no significant contributions dealing with the unsteady flowsin thegeometrical 
configurat~on of non-coaxial rotating disks. 

2. Results and discussion 

In this thesis an attempt is made to study some steady and unsteady flow problems due to single 
rotatlng disk and two disks rotating coaxially or non-coaxially in different fluid media in a variety 
of interesting sitnat~ons. Interesting exact solutions are presented in most of the problems considered 
except in one in which a perturbation procedure is used. 

In Chapter I, part A, the unsteady pseudoplane motions have been investigated in which each 
point of the parallel planes is subjected to non-torsional oscillations in its own plane and at any 
given instant the streamlines are concentric circles. Exact solutions are obtained and the form of the 
space curve r, the locus of the centres of these concentric circles, is discussed. The presence of three 
one-parameter family of exact solutions is established. For a symmetric solution of the flow these 
solut~ons reduce to a single unique solution. The nature of the curve r is illustrated graphically for 
some special cases. In Part B, an exact solution of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations is obtained 
for the flow due to non-coaxial rotations of a porous disk, executing non-torsional oscillations in its 
own plane, and a flurd at infinity. 

In Chapter 11, Part A, exact solutions are obtained by using Laplace transform technique for the 
unsteady MHD flow of a viscous, electrically conducting, homogeneous, incompressible fluid between 
two infinite parallel, insulated porous disks rotating with the same angular velocity about two 
non-coincident axes. The disks are subjected to non-torsional oscillations of different frequencies and 
a uniform magnetic field is applied normal to the disks. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
solution to be symmetric and asymmetric are obtained. In Part B, the unsteady flow due to eccentric 
rotations of a single porous disk and a fluid at infinity which are subjected to non-torsional oscillations 
with different frequencies and a uniform magnetic field applied perpendicular to the disk is studied. 

In Chapter 111, Part A, the flow and heat transfer of an incompressible viscous fluid contained 
between two infinite parallel disks performing torsional oscillations ofthe same frequency, but rotating 
with different angular velocities about two non-coincident parallel axes where the disks are maintained 
at different temperatures are investigated. The governing equations are non-linear and the solution 
is obtained by a perturbation procedure with the parameter e ( ~ 1 )  the ratio of the angular velocity 
of the lower disk to the frequency of torsional oscillations of the disks. The corresponding heat 
transfer problem is studied and the solution is presented for temperature at zeroth order in &. In 
Part B, the heat transfer problem corresponding to the flow problem presented in Part A of 
Chapter I is studied when the disks are maintained at steady or unsteady temperatures. 

In Chapter IV, a class of exact solutions for the flow of a micropolar fluid between two infinite 
parallel non-coaxially rotating disks, is obtained. It is observed that a set of one-parameter family 
of exact solutions exists for the velocity and microrotation components. It is found that these infinite 
number of solutions for the velocity and microrotation components reduce to a single unique 
solution for a symmetric motion. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Theoretical studies on some superconductors by R. Jagadish. 
Research supervisor: K. P. Sinha. 
Department: Applied Mathematics. 

1. Introduction 

Though the phenomenon of superconductivity was originally found in metals, it has since been found 
in a variety of alloys and compounds. It has also been found in compounds that exhibit long range 
magnetic order. The phenomenon of the coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism has been 
under study for the past two decades'. In this thesis we shall be partly concerned with the coexistence 
problem, in particular the coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity. 

What has brought superconductivity into the limelight in the past few months is the discovery of 
high-temperature superconductors2. This new phenomenon is very poorly understood theoretically. 
Two possible mechanisms that can theoretically explain the high-temperature superconductivity 
phenomenon form the remaining work of the thesis. 

2. Coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity 

The coexistence problem has been tackled both microscopically and phenomenologically~ The 
microscopic mechanism involves the simultaneous creation or destruction of a Cooper pair and 
destruction or creation of two electrons at two neighbouring localized f-sites, with the f-electron 
system assumed to have perfect antiferromagnetic order. This interaction, in second order, is shown 
to produce an enhancement of the superconducting pairing. The upper critical field is calculated for 
the case of SmRh,B, and is shown to agree satisfactorily with the experimental data. A Green's 
function calculation has been performed to explicitly show the interdependence of the superconducting 
and magnetic order parameters. 

The phenomenological approach starts with a free-energy functional suitably modified to include 
the effects of magnetism. It is shown that the electrodynamic effects can only suppress the magnetic 
transition temperature and the upper critical field. The superconducting order parameter is also 
reduced due to the electrodynamic effects, when the magnetization is non-zero. On the other hand, 
the terms that directly couple the magnetization and the superconducting order parameter can act 
either way. In particular, when the coefficients of these direct coupling terms are negative, an 
enhancement of the magnetic transition temperature and the upper critical lield results. The 
enhancement of the upper critical field in the case of SmRh,B, has been demonstrated. It is shown 
that the superconducting order parameter is also enhanced, when the coefficients are negative, thus 
encouraging the coexistence. It has been suggested that the microscopic mechanism responsible for 
the negative values of the coefficients of the direct coupling terms is the one dealt with earlier. 
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Of the two posslble mechanisms suggested for the explanation of t.igh-temperature supercondu~dvit~ 
one involves the virtual exchange of electronic excitations4. The other involves the interaction of 
conduction electrons with the distort~on field modes that are suggested to arise in the system due to 
structural instabilities which exist in the incipient states. Although no detailed calculations have been 
attempted, it is shown that both the mechanisms can produce transinon temperatures that are in 
the range of those of the new oxide superconductors. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.1 

Carbon and oxygen isotope studies of carbonates and grapbites from Dharwar craton by 
B. Kumar. 
Research supervisors: G. V. Anantha Iyer, A. G. Menon, Hari Narain (orgn). 
Department: Physics. 

1. Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with studies of carbon and oxygen isotopes in carbonate and graphite 
samples from the Precambrian metasedimentary horizons of Dharwar craton, South India. The areas 
chosen for the present study include carbonate and graphite occurrences at Sargur, Bababudan, 
Chitradurga, Shimoga, Sandur and Kolar supracrustal belts. A total of 30 carbonate and 31 graphite 
analyses have been carried out in the present study, in addition to some major and minor elements 
(SiO,, AI,O,, TiO,, P,O,, MnO, Na,O, K,O, CaO, MgO, FeO, and Fe,O,) in the carbonates. 
The two-fold motivation of the present thesis is: (a) to interpret the carbon and oxygen isotopic data 
in the context of the sedimentary environment and to investigate the source of parent materials for 
the carbonates and graphites, and (b) to investigate the possible role of microorganisms in the 
sedimentation processes in the early Precambrian of the Dhanvar craton. 

2. C- and 0-isotopes in carbonates 

The C-isotope data of carbonates vary in a narrow range of -2.2 to +0.3 permil us PDB with an 
overall mean of - 0.7 + 0.7 pemil (n =B).  S"C,., mean for Sargur group is - 1.2 + 0.3 permil and 
for Chitradurga group - 0.4+ 0.6 permil. The oxygen isotope measurements for the carbonates 
give a SL80  mean of +16.2+3.2 permil us SMOW (n=29) with the values for the Sargur and 
Chitradurga groups being + 15.6k2.8 permil and + l7.6+ 2.1 permil, respectively. These data are 
within the range of isotopic ratios of Precambrian carbonates in other parts of the In the 
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FIG. 1. 6'" and 6'80 vs weight % oidolomite. 

present study, two types of carbonates have been distinguished: (a) carbonates with dolomite of less 
than 14% (n=7) with a mean 6°C value of -1.2&0.6 permil us PDB and a mean 6% iialue of 
+ 16.6k3.3 permil us SMOW, and (b) carbonates with dolomite of greater than 50% (n= 13) with a 
mean 6°C value of -0.2f 0.4 permil and mean S180 value of + 17.5+ 1.5 permil (lig. 1). Assuming 
that dolomitization of limestone was a process accompanying diagenesis and metamorphism, the 
data have been used to suggest that the source of carbonate-carbon was a large CO, reservoir which 
itself had a constant 6°C value. This resulted in the narrower range of 6-values of the dolomitic 
limestones which were subsequently formed. The oxygen isotope ratios measured also support the 
above inference and they further suggest the existence of a large water body which restrained the 
scatter of dolomitic limestone &values within a narrow range. 

3. C-isotopes in graphite 

The 6I3C,, values for graphites vary largely between -40.8 and - 15.7 permil us PDB with an overall 
mean of - 27.9 + 7permil (n = 31). The Sargur group has 613C average of - 23.6 & 6.8 permil and 
the Dharwar supergroup average is -32.4ir4 permil. The large variation in the 6-values of 
graphite-carbon has been attributed to the fact that, unlike the carbonates, the process of 
graphitisation was controlled by local parameters and that the carbon reservoir for graphite was 
comparatively smaller. In addition, the 613C values also differed in the different reservoirs and isotopic 
exchange between the carbonate phase and the graphite phase in each reservoir did not take place. 
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4. Conclusion 

w ~ t h  regard to the source of carbon in both the carbonates and graphites, thcre is a f a ~ r  degree of 
certamty that the carbonate-carbon came from a predominantly inorganic source. It is not posslb~e 
at this polnl to distinguish between the various sources-atmosphenc CO,, rnantle-exhaled C0,  and 
C 0 2  from decarbonation of limestone -hut it appears quite ccrtaln that all these sources influenced 
the 6'" values of the carbonates. With reference t o  the graphite-carbon, it may be concluded that 
the 6°C. values observed indicate the presence of a highly depleted source. This depleted source 
could either he an organic reservoir of reduced carbon or a reservoir largely controlled by solution 
ehem~cal pdrameters wh~ch brought about such a large fractionation 
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Thesis Abstract (PbD.)  

Magnetic, electronic and superconducting properties of metal oxides of K,NiF, and related 
structures by R. A. M o h a n  Ram. 
Research supervisors: C. N. R. R a o  a n d  P. Ganguly. 
Department: Solid State Struclural Chemistry Unit. 

I. Introduction 

There has been considerable interest in recent years in the crystal chemistry and properties of layered 
metal oxides possessing K,NiF, or related structures. The crystal chemistry of the oxides of the 
general formula A,BO, with particular reference to the stability of the K,NIF, structure have been 
discussed by Ganguly and Ran'. While K,NIF, itself is a well-known two-dimensional anti- 
ferromagnet, oxides of this structure exhibit a variety of magnetic properties. Bes~des the ternary 
A,BO, oxides, the structure and magnetic properties of some complex oxides where A or/and the 
B Ions are partly substituted by other cations have been reported in the hterature. Electrical properties 
of many of these oxides are significantly diiferent from those of the corresponding three-d~mensional 
perovskite oxides. For example, La,_.Sr,VO, is metallic when 0.3 <xc0.05, but La,.,Sr, +,VO, 
IS insulating. Oxides of the K,NiF, structure have become much more Iascmating In the last few 
months because of the discovery of high-ten~perature superconductivity in some of the copper oxides 
of the type La,_,Sr,CuO, and Y ,.., Ba,+,Cu,O,,. In this thesis, electronic, magnctic and 
superconducting properties of several families of oxide  possessing K,NiF, and related structures 
are d~scussed. 

2. Experimental 

Various oxides with K,NiF, and related structure have been prepared by ceramic method; 
stoichiometric amounts of the starting materials such as oxides, carbonates and/or oxalates were 
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weighed,  rounded well and Brcd at high temperatures ( 1  100-1700 K) or by coprccipitation method 
which involves the coprecipitation of the metal Ions as carbonates or nitrates and decomposhg them 
at tcmperat~res as reqoired (1000-13M)K). The oxrdes so formed were thoroughly ground, pellet~sed 
and sintered at suitable high temperatures. 

All the oxidcs prepared were characterized hy X-ray diffraction studies, magnetic susceptibility 
measurements, electrical resistivity measurements and infrarcd spectroscopic atudies. 

3. Results and discussion 

Electrical and magnetic properties of La,Ni,O, and La,Ni,Ol, have been investigated in comparison 
with those of La,NiO,, LaNiO, and LaSrNiO,. The results suggest an increasing three-dimensional 
character across the homologous serics La,+ ,Ni.O,,+, with increase in n. Accordingly, the electrical 
resistwity decreases in the order La,Ni,O,, La,Ni,O,, and LJN~O, and this trend is likely to be 
related to the percolation threshold. Magnetic properties of these oxides also show interesting trends 
across the series2. 

In LaSr, -,Ba,NiO,, the unit cell parameters (and unit cell volume) increase progressively 
with increase in x. The 8, electrons in these oxides seem to be in extended states forming 
a o*x2 --y' band; with increase in x, the bandwidth decreases accompanying an increasc in the unit 
cell volume. High-spin Ni" ions are formed to a small extent with increasing x, hut there is no 
spin-state transition. Electrical and magnetic properties of these oxide? are shown to be related. 

l,a,CoO,+, (6-0.1) possessing the K,Ni%, structure has been prepared by skull melting 
and ceramic method. The evldence for antiferromagnetic ordering has been found in these 
samples. Although we could prepare stoichlometric La,CoO, by the reduction of the oxygcn-excess 
samples, its complete characterization has not been possible. 

Electrical and magnetic properties of several oxide systems of K,NiF, structure have been 
compared with those of the corresponding perovskites. Quasi two-dimensional oxides of the 
La,.&, +,MnO, system, possessing the K2NiF, structure, show no evidence for ferromagnetic 
ordering in contrast to thc corresponding three-dimensiond La,_,Sr,MnO, pervoskites. Instead, 
there is an increasing tendency towards antiferromagnetic ordering with increasing x ~n 
La, . S t ,  L,MnO,; furthermore, these oxides are relatively high-resistivity materials over the entire 
compositional range. Substitution of Ba for Sr in La, ,Sr, ,MnO, decreases the ferromagnetic 
Interaction. Increasing the numher of perovskite layers in SrO.(La, ..Sr,MnO,), causes an increase 
in electrical conductivity as well as ferromagnetic interaction. The oxide becomes a highly conducting 
fcrrotnagnet when 11 2 2. Members of thc La, , S r ,  +.COO, system are all semiconductors with a h~gh 
activation energy for conduction unlike La,.,Sr,CoO, (x>0.3) which is metallic; the latter 
oxides are ferromagnetic. La,.,Sr,.,CoO, shows a magnetization of 0.5 p, at OK (compared to 1.5 
pB of La,.,Sr, ,Coo,) but the high-temperature susceptibilities of the two systems are comparable. 
LaSrMn,,Ni,,(Co,,)O, shows no evidence of long-range ferromagnetic ordenng unlike the 
perovskitc LaMn, ,Ni,,(Co, J0,; high-temperature susceptibility behaviour of these two insulating 
systems is however similar. Susceptibility measurements show no evidence for long-range ordering 
in LaSrFe, .Ni,O, unlike the LaFe,_.Ni.O, (xC0.35) and the electrical resistivity of the formcr 
1s considerably higher. Electrical resistivity of Sr,RuO, is more than an order of magnitude higher 
than that of SrRuO,. Some generalization of the properties of two- and three-dimensional oxide 
systems have emerged from these experimental observations3. 

After the advent of supcrconductivity in La-Ba-Cu-0 system", the phase responsible for super- 
conductivity in this system has becn found to possess the K,NiF, structure We have prepared and 
characterized several oxide systems such as La, .,Sr,(Ba,)CuO,, La,~,Srx~,Ba,(Ca,)CuO, and 
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FIO. 1. Rtsistlv~ty data of (La,.,Pr,), , Sr, ,CuO, 
(values or x are shown). 

(La,~,Ln,)2.,Sr,(Ba,)Cu0, (Ln= Pr, Nd, Eu and Gd) possessing K,NiF, structure which show 
superconductivity in the 15-40Kregion. In all theseoxides it was found that the oxides La,.& ,CuO, 
and La,,,Ba,,,,CuO, show highest T, (onset around 40 and 30K and zero-resistance around 30 
and 24K, respectively). Any substitution in these oxides such as Sr by Ca, Ba or La by Pr, Nd, 
Eu, Gd results in a decrease of superconducting transition temperature. A typical resistivity 
data of (La,_,Pr,),.,Sr,,CuO, is shown in fig. 1. All these oxides show marginal metallicity 
( p -  10.'- 10-'ohmcm) at room temperature. The role of marginal metallicity of the non-super- 
conducting phases and the nominal Cu3+/Cu2+ ratio in making these oxides superconducting has 
been discussed5. We have observed that most of these oxides show superconductivity with high T, 
(onset around 30K) around a critical a parameter of 3.780+0.005A and the c/a ratio of 3.SO+O.Ol. 
We have also prepared several other La-Ba-Cu-0 and related oxides [e.g. (La,M),+,Cu,O,,+, 
(M = Ba, Sr and y)] not possessing the K,NiF, structure and studies show the absence of 
superconductivity in these oxides. 

Soon after the discovery of the oxides of La-Ba(Sr)-Cu-0 system we started investigating 
La,Ba3Cu60,,+, oxide system and its Yttrium analogue. In the meantime there was a report that 
Y,.,Ba, ,CuO, is superconducting with zero-resistance around 83K and that this oxide is multiphasic. 
We investigated this system startingfrom the Y-Ba-Cu-0 oxides analogous to La,Ba,Cu,O,, system, 
since Y,CuO, does not form in the K,NiF, structure. We observed superconductivity in various 
oxides of Y,~,Ba,+,Cu,O,, system above liquid-N2 temperature; all these oxides were found to 
be biphasic consisting of a green and a black oxide6. The phase responsible for superconductivity in 
these oxides was identified to be YBa,Cu,O,., (black oxide) and green phase was found to he 
insulating Y,BaCu05. The YBa,Cu,O, (0,-annealed) showed an onset of superconductivity around 
120K and zero-resistance at 90+2K (fig. Z)7. This oxide showed 100% Meissner effect. We also 
observed that the thermopower ofthe superconducting YBa,Cu,O,., suddenly goes to zero at 90K 
where zero-resistance is also attained. Based on the neutron-diffraction studies the structure of this 
perovskite-related oxide may be represented as shown in fig. 3. From one TGA studies we have 
shown that the oxygens in the middle CuO chains of YBa,Cu,O, are likely to be involved in the 
superconductivityB. These oxygens are found to be very crucial as heating this superconducting oxide 
in N, or in vacuum destroys the superconductivity because of the loss of the oxygen atoms from the 
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Cu 0 0  In CuO,layers(4) 
Y @ 0 In BaO layers(2) 

@ Ba a0 In CuO chains(1) 

FIG. 2 (a) Resenvity data of YBaZCu3O, (annealed 1n Fir.. 3 Structure of YBa,Cu,O, The Y ions are 
0, at 1100K), (b) Aftel prolonged anncilhng separated by CuO,, BaO, CuO, BaO and CuO, unds. 
aupercanductlvity rs found at hlgher temperatures. The middle CuO layer canslsts of stringa of corner- 

shared (CuO,), units; three oxygens lie in a row 
between two such CuO, units. 

middle CuO chains. We have attempted to substitute Y in YBa,Cu,O, by Er, Yb and other magnetic 
rare-earth ions and all these have been found to be superconducting above 77K9. The insensitivity 
of the superconducting behaviour towards the replacement of Y by other magnetic ions arises from 
the insulation of the middle layer (CuO chains) by BaO and CuO, layers on  either side. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Excited state behaviour of a, p-unsaturated thiones by V. Pushkara Rao. 
Research supervisor: V. Ramamurthy. 
Department: Organic Chemistry. 

Thioenones, the formal analogues of enones, have received scant attention in comparison with the 
enones','. Considering the wealth of chemistry exhibited by en one^'.^, a systematic study on the 
thioenones should be of considerable interest. After a careful scrutiny of a large number of thioenones, a 
systematic investigation has been initiated on the excited state behaviour of thioenones 1-5. Studies 
carried out on these system's are presented in this thesis. 

In the photophysical study, the electronic absorption and emission characteristics and the 
behaviour of thione triplets using laser-flash photolysis were examined The important features 
recognised in the photophysical behaviour of thioenones are: a) enhanced oscillatory strength for 
So+ T, absorption, b) fluorescence from second-excited singlet state (S, - So), c) phosphorescence from 
lowest triplet state (T, -S,),d) efficient quenching of triplet states by oxygen and ground-state 
thioenone (self-quenching), and e) high eiliciency of intersystem crossing (a,, - 1) and singlet oxygen 
generation (4: - 1.0). 

Direct excitation of 1-5 in an aerated atmosphere into the nn* hand results in the formation of the 
corresponding ketones. These thiones do not form the corresponding sulfines in the above oxidation 
although these are expected on the basis of the earlier studies on the oxidation of diary], arylalkyl and 
dialkyl thiones. The absence of sulfine in these cases is neither due to their instability nor due to their 
ready oxidizability as tested by independent experiments. The involvement of singlet oxygen as the 
oxidisiog species is suggested by the singlet-oxygen quenching and sensitisation experiments. 

Formation of ketones appears to be preceded by a 1,2,3,-dioxathietane intermediate as the sulfur 
and sulfurdioxide products of its decomposition have been isolated in all the thiones investigated. This 
study demonstrates that thiocarbonyl chromophore is the site of attack by singlet oxygen in these cases 
and the adjacent C-C double bond is inert under these conditions. 

The photochemical behaviour of thioenones towards both electron-rich and electron-poor olefins 
has been examined. 
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Electron-deficient olefins add to thioenone 4 upon xn* excitation. Cycloaddition occurs to 
thiocarbonyl chromophore preferentially from the less-hindered side to yield thietanes .(6-19). 
Thictane formation is stereospecific and :egioselective. This addition is suggested to originate from the 
second-excited singlet state,S,(nx*). Interestingly, the observed photochemical behaviour ofthioenone 
towards electron-poor olefins is quite uniqueand is different from that of enones. Addition of electron- 
poor olefins to enones occurs at the olefinic centre to  yield cyclobutanes and rarely does the oxetane 
formation compete. 

Addition of electron-rich olefins to  thioenone occurs at the thiocarbonyl chromophore to yield 
thietane (20-23) and l,4-dithiane (24-26). The ratio of thietane us dithiane is dependent on the 
conditions of irradiation and the nature of the olefin. This cyctoaddition is suggested to originate from 
the lowest triplet state, T,(nn*). 1,4-Prethietane biradical has been invoked as an intermediate (that 
being trapped by second molecule of thioenone to yield 1,4-dithiane). The results from the 
photocycloaddit~on of 4 to electron-rich olefins contrast sharply with those for photocycloaddition 4 
to electron-poor olefins. 

A systematic theoretical investigation was undertaken to understand the unique photochemical 
behaviour of thioenones towards olefins. This study forms a part of general attempt to predict both 
the thermal and photochemical behaviour of systems involving thiocarbonyl chromophore towards 
addends such as olefins and dienes. MIND0/3 calculations in conjunction with the well-known 
concepts of perturbation and frontier orbitals have been employed to make qualitative predictions of 
regioselectivity. 
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The PMO mcthod in conjunction with MINDQ13 moiccular orbital energm and coefficienis are 
geiierally wccessfi!l In ratronalising the regiochemistry of thermal cycioadditions of thiocaibonyls 
The present analysls also ieads to unequivocal pred~ctious of regiochemistry for the thermal 
cycloadditions which have not been studled experimenlaliy. The important pred~ctions recognlsed 
are: thermal cycloadd~tion reactions of saturated thiones and I-substituted d~enes should bt: highly 
repioselectlve. 

The prediction of reactivily (nn* us ns*-excited states) and regioselectivily of saturated th~onr In the 
photocycloadd~tions with electron-rich and electron-poor oletins are also rn agreement with 
experimental results. Furthernlore, the unique excited state behaviour of a,o-unsaturated thione 
towards elcclron-poor olefins is examincd in this study. Evidence is presented for the ~mportant role of 
secondary orbital interactions in these systems. In conclusion, PMO model convincingly ratlonalised 
the three levels of selectivity observed In these systems: the preferred reaction site (C=CosCrS), 
reg~ochemistry of the products (2,3-disubstituted thietane us 2,T-dlsubstituted thletane) and the 
preferred or~entatlon of the substrtuents (cis us trans). 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Structure-reactivity correlations in solid-state thermal and photochemical reactions by 
G. Satyanarayana Murthy. 
Research supervisor: K. Venkatesan. 
Department: Organic Chemistry. 

1. Introduction 

Single-cryslal X-ray crystallographic investigations, analys~s of the temperature factors for non-rigid 
body libralions, Cambridge Structural Database analysis for crystal-engineering and lattice energy 
calculations to assess the importance of lattice relaxability in solid-state photochemical reactions are 
the highlights of the thesis. 

2. Results and discussion 

Chapter I discusses the crystal structures of derivatives of hishomocubane-dione molecule, (I) and (11) 
(fig. 1). Though the a m  was to correlate the molecular geometry, eapecially the nature of four- 
membered rings in (I) and (IT) with their different thermal reactivity', the presence of complex disorder 
exhibited by (11) did not allow to realise the original aim of the stud$ This molecule (11) in the lattice 
exhibits both enantiomeric and rotational disorders (fig. 2). Lattice energy calculations were in full 
agreement with the crystallographic interpretations of the nature of the disordcr. Chapter I1 deals 
with variable temperature X-ray diffraction results of octachlorocydophosphazene (N,P,CI,) in 
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boat 

FIG. 3. 

chair 

FIG. 4. Four types of non-rigid librations (NRL) 
analysed for N4P,Cls 

which the boat conformation with S, symmetry (K-f~rm)~ for the molecule changes to chair 
conformation with C,-symmetry (T-form)3 upon heating at about 60°C (fig. 3). Three different 
experiments, (i) observations under polarising microscope while heating the crystals, (ii) differential 
scanning calorimetry, and (iii] rotation photographs at different temperatures clearly indicate that the 
transformation takes place at .v SYC and it is single crystal -+ single crystal. Structures for K-form 
were determined at 25,40 and 55°C and for T-form at 2S°C. The temperature factors obtained from 
the least-square refinement for the K-form were analysed for their rigid- and non-rigid-bpdy 
librational motions4. Of various models analysed, two of them (NRL2 and NRIA, fig.4) were 
significant. These indicate that the motions of the nitrogen and PCI, groups perpendicular to the 
mean plane of the molecule lead to conformational isomerisation from boat to chair forms. 

Chapter 111 discusses the crystal structure of tri-I-naphthylborane. This compound was reported5 
to exist in two polymorphs which interconvert upon heating. The compound, however, could be 
crystallised only from benzene and the crystals were unstable at atmospheric condition. The data were 
collected by mounting the crystals in Lindemann capillary tubes. Crystal structure solution indicated 
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FIG. 5. ORTEP perspective stereo diagram of TNB-C,H, complex viewed down the three-fold axis. Thermal 
ellipsoids are at 50% probability level. 

that this compound forms a loose 1: 1 complex with benzene and crystallises in a chiral space group 
R3 (fig. 5) undergoing 'spontaneous resolution'. 

Chapter IV discusses the role of functional groups in 'crystal engineering'6. While coumarin ~tself is 
photostable in the solid state due to its unfavourable packing, chloro- and acetoxycoumarins are 
found to dimerise upon irradiation in the crystalli~ie state. In this connection, X-ray crystallographic 
investigation of the photoreactive 6-acetoxycoumarin has been carried out. These molecules pack In 
the 8-stacking mode with the shortest translational axis, a = 3.90.A. The experimental data from the 
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD, 1981) for chloro- and acetoxy-substituted organic molecules 
have been analysed. This analysis showed that the chloro group has a preferential approach with 
either (i)B, = 0, and x = 180", (ii)8, + 0, .= 180" and x = 0" (fig 6); the former similar to a-type of 
packing which relates to the two interacting groups by a centre of symmetry and the latter corresponds 
to !-type of packing in which the interacting groups are related by transitional symmetry. As for 
acetoxy group containing systems, majority of the cases exhibit anti dipole-dipole interactions. 

Chapter V deals with the question of the role of the lattice relaxibility in solid-state reactions. 
Topochemical postulates demand the two reactive double bonds in olefinic systems in the solid state 
to be parallely oriented and he within 4.2A to be photoreactive7. However, there are systems 
reported in recent years which apparently violated the topochemical rulesa. The observation in 
7-methoxycouma~in in which the double bonds are rotated about 67.5"s a typical exampleg. Though 
one expects these crystals to be photoinerf the dimerisation reaction is quite fast with yields as high 
as 90%. The rotational flexibility of molecules in the crystal lattice has been analysed by mapping the 
lattice energy with respect to the orientation angles 0, ,  0, and 0 ,  and the displacements D,  and D, 
(fig. 7). A number of systems were analysed which fall in the following categories: (i) properly 
juxtaposed and photoreactive, (ii) improperly juxtaposed and photoreactive, (iii) properly juxtaposed 
and photoinert, and (iv) improperly juxtaposed and photoinert. The increase in energy in (i) and (ii) 
after necessary molecular motions to achieve proper juxtaposition (8, = Oo, 0, = 0 ,  = 90') was 
significantly smaller compared to cases (iii) and (iv). This clearly demonstrates the important role of 
lattice relaxability for understanding the solid-state photochemical reactions. 
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FIG 6. Plot of 0, !:.TO, for the unique C1-CI FIG. 7. Geometrical parameters used in the relative 
mteractions. Points on the two diagonal lines represent representation of reactive doublc bonds. 
a and f l  typcr of packing. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc.(Engng)) 

Design, development and performance evaluation of differentia2 temperature controller for 
solar thermal systems by 6. K. Mmalidhar. 
Research supervisor: S. Mohan. 
Department: Instrumentation and Services Unit. 

1. Introduction 

Solar energy, being one of the popular renewable energy sources, has its own diversified applications. 
Solar water heating is the most prominent and cost effective among the various applications of solar 
thermal energy. Solar water-heating (SWH) systems can be used either in thermosyphon (natural 
convection) mode or in forced circulation mode. Forced circulation systems, in which the fluid 
circulation is aided by a pump, require an automatic control for thcir efficient and economic 
operation. 

Differential temperature controllers (DTCs) are incorporated Into these systems to keep the pump 
operating only when suflicient energy is available for the collector. They control the operation of the 
pump by switching it ON and OFF depending on the temperature difference between the inlet and 
outlet, ie., the pump will be switched on whenever the temperature exceeds the high-set value called 
AT ON and switched off whenever it falls below the low-set value called AT OFF. 

2. Design features 

The present investigation concerns the design, development and performance evaluation of two 
models of differential temperature controllers. 

The DTC (model 1) has bcen designed using a complete analog circuitry with locally available 
components with the following features': (i) different modes of operation (ON-OFF-AUTO); 
(ii)remote temperature measurement and control; (iii) optional tank temperature high-limit 
protection; (iv) variable AT ON in the range 3.5 to 9WC, and (v) fixed AT OFF at 1 .YC: 

This circuitry is later modified in order to have a thermostatic control for the back-up auxiliary 
heater used in systems where a constant outlet temperature is required, instead of tank temperature 
high-limit protection. 

The second DTC (model 2) is developed using an imported integrated circuit with built-in control'. 
The main features of this controller are: (i) remote temperature measurement and control; (ii) tank 
temperature high-limit protection; (iii) optional thermostatic control; (iv) variable AT ON in the 
range 5 to 12°C; (v)variable AT OFF in the range 2 to 4.5"C: and (vijtemperature memory 
monitoring. 

3. Experimental 

These controllers are subjected to laboratory tests under simulated sensor conditions3. The set 
point variable potentiometers are calibrated in terms of temperatures. The set-point accuracies are 
tested on a 26gal/day (LOOLPD) capacity system. The first controller (model 1) showed better 
performance than the second controller (model 2). The stabihty of the set points at different inlet 
temperatures has been studied for both the controllers. Model 1 controller showed minimum 
variation in set points with temperalure compared to the second one and the test results of the other 
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FIG. 1. 260GPD Solar water-heating system 

Cloudy 
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Integmted insolation over a doy (nwh/rnZ) 

FIG. 2. Electrical energy savings using DTC. 
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controllers are reported In I~terature. However, model 2 with its additional features can be used for a 
number of other applications. 

Finally tht: effectiveness of DTC on solar water-heating system performance has hecn studied on a 
260gai/day (1000 LPD) capacity system4 as shown in fig. 1. Theeffect offlow rate on energy collection 
and pump cycling has been studied, keeping it at different values in the range 2 to 12 gallmin. The flow 
rate is optlmised at  4 to 5 gallmin to get the maximum energy collection with reasonable rate of pump 
cycling. Then the influence of set points A T  ON and A T  OFF on pump cycling and energy collection 
has been investigated experimentally. The experimental results are compared with the analytical 
values obtained by Winn's method'. It has also been observed that A T  OFF affects the system 
performance to a greater extent than A T  ON. The electrical energy savings using the DTC have been 
found experimentally under diierent solar insolation and weather conditions. The electrical energy 
savings nsing the DTC are plotted as a function of insolation in fig. 2. 

4. Conclusions 

The present work is useful m that: (i) working models of two DTCs have been developed, (li) the 
effectiveness of DTC on system performance has been studied cxperirnentally. 
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